It is well-known that moving mesh and upwinding schemes are two kinds of techniques for tracking the shock or steep wave front in the solution of PDEs. It is expected that their combination should produce more robust methods. Several upwinding schemes are considered for non-uniform meshes. A self-adaptive moving mesh method is also described. Numerical examples are given to illustrate that in some cases, especially for hyperbolic conservative laws with nonconvex ux, the upwinding schemes improve the results of the moving mesh methods. Comparing the results of several upwinding schemes, we nd the local piecewise hyperbolic method (PHM) is very e cient and accurate when combined with a moving mesh strategy.
Introduction
Moving mesh methods are becoming increasingly popular for several kinds of parabolic and hyperbolic partial di erential equations (PDEs) involving ne scale structures such as steep moving fronts, emerging steep layers, pulses, shocks, etc.. Moving mesh methods use nonuniform spatial grids, and move the grid continuously in the space-time domain. The discretization of the PDE and the grid selection procedure are intrinsically coupled.
In this paper we investigate moving mesh methods applied to PDEs of the following form @u @t = @f(u) @x + u xx + h(u) (1) where f(u), h(u) are di erentiable functions. This equation, which is often called a reactionconvection-di usion equation, is representative of many problems which are solved by moving mesh methods in one dimension. Much work has been devoted to the construction of shock capturing schemes on uniform grids, such as TVD, Godunov, MUSCL, PPM, FCT, ENO and PHM (see Salari and Steinberg 21] and its references, Shu and Osher 22] and Marquina 16] for more information). The conventional scheme on a uniform grid needs enough points to capture the shock or steep wave front, which often puts too many points in the area where the solution is very at and smooth. Moving mesh methods, on the other hand, can redistribute the nodes to those areas where the solution varies rapidly at each time step to gain computational e ciency. Thus, many useful schemes have been applied on moving grids in recent years. Hyman and Harten 8] applied the Godunov method on a nonuniform grid where the grids move along the characteristic direction. Salari and Steinberg 21] developed a FCT method on a moving grid (FCTMG) based on adaptive grid generation algorithms. Zarnowski 26] introduced a moving grid method for scalar conservation laws based on nonlinear interpolation with a means of adding or removing grid points accordingly as characteristics either spread in a rarefaction fan or merge into a shock wave. All these methods use the full discretized PDE form and a xed time step in time integration. In this paper, we apply the method of lines (MOL) to discretize the PDEs. The advantages and disadvantages of MOL have been discussed by many authors. The moving grid method we choose is the class of methods based on the equidistributing principle (see 3, 5, 10, 11, 22, 23] for detailed information). During discretization using MOL, the most troublesome term is the convection term @f(u) @x . If the central di erence scheme, which is adopted by most moving mesh software, is used to discretize this term, the odd-order derivatives predominate in the truncation error (leading to numerical dispersion). The extra term can cause the solution to have an oscillatory behaviour (Gibbs oscillations) that the proper solution did not possess in the vicinity of the transition. Although the moving mesh method can place enough nodes in the wave front and works very well for a convex ux function and su ciently smooth initial conditions (see the result of 5] or 11] for Burgers' equation), for nonconvex ux functions or piecewise initial conditions, there are still some oscillations appearing in the solution (see the result in section 4). High order upwinding schemes are needed in these cases. Almost all the upwinding schemes can be constructed on a nonuniform mesh. We will examine the ENO scheme, ux-limited scheme and PHM scheme. ENO schemes work very well with the constant time-step integration method but have great trouble when solved by adaptive time integration. The ux-limited scheme can be used for adaptive time integration; however it does not yield good results for some problems. The local third order PHM method 16], however, can be solved e ciently using a conventional ODE or DAE solver and can yield very good results.
When equation (1) is of hyperbolic form (i.e. = 0), a very small arti cial viscosity can be added to improve the computational stability. Numerical results show that this does not a ect the accuracy of the solution very much. Under the moving mesh frame, an additional convective term, u x _ x, appears in the equation. The equation (1) becomes 8 < :
where mesh moving is governed by g(u; x; _ x). In section 2, we describe upwinding schemes which can be used on a nonuniform mesh following the construction methods of Shu and Osher 22] and other authors. In section 3, we discuss moving mesh methods based on equidistribution. In section 4, numerical experiments are given to illustrate the advantages of combining the moving mesh with an upwinding scheme and in particular the advantages of the PHM method.
Upwinding schemes on nonuniform mesh
In this section, we consider the discretization of the convective terms on a nonuniform mesh. Unless speci ed, we consider the general convective term f(u) x only. For simplicity, we consider the 1D scalar problem.
Generally, the convective term is discretized into conservation form, e.g. (f j+1 +f j ). For solutions with a rapid transition, the central di erence is insu cient to resolve the solution in the transition area. Spurious oscillations often occur in those cases. Many useful schemes have been proposed to solve this problem. Among them, the upwinding schemes have been shown to be stable and to avoid spurious oscillations. ENO is one of the most commonly used upwinding schemes to gain high resolution and accuracy with a uniform mesh. It can be of high order and some of them can be used for non-uniform mesh without any modi cation.
The most e cient implementation of ENO methods has been investigated by Shu and Osher in 22] . To be concise, we omit the detailed discussion of Shu and Osher on how to construct high order ENO schemes and give only the explicit form of the second and third order ENO schemes following their algorithm ENO-Roe, because to our knowledge, second order or third order is state of the art in moving mesh computation and higher order di erencing in moving mesh has proven to be unstable by numerical experiments. In our experience, the rst-order Roe scheme 20] can give a good result in many cases and it is the basis for other higher order methods. Thus, we rst give the Roe scheme.
First order Roe scheme
The numerical ux of the Roe scheme is given by b f (1) 
which is in agreement with the principle of upwinding. In the moving mesh system, there is another convection term _ x @u @x . When we want to improve the stability of systems solved by moving mesh methods, this term should also be discretized via upwinding. We give here the rst order upwinding scheme,
The upwinding discretization (7) has been shown to improve the stability of the moving mesh system 15]. However, for some problems it does not yield a very accurate solution.
Second order ENO scheme
The second order ENO scheme is based on the rst order Roe scheme. By choosing the smaller of the rst order divided di erences of f at x k 1 , i.e., k 2 = 8 < : 
Eq. (8) is derived from interpolation at x k 1 (see Shu and Osher 22] ). It is second order on a quasi-uniform mesh (see 23] ). In practice, we nd when replacing the interval the method is still second order and can be solved more e ciently when combined with the moving mesh.
Third order ENO scheme Eq. (10) is also derived from an interpolation formula and is given by Shu and Osher 22] . From Eq. (3) and Eq. (10), it is easily seen that third order ENO schemes are functions of four or ve variables. Similarly, we can also localize the equation (10) and restrict the interval to x j?1 ; x j+2 ]. Eq. (8) and (10) appear complicated, however j is between k i ? 1; k i + 1] and some terms can be eliminated. Therefore the computational cost is relatively small.
Other high order upwinding schemes
There are many other kinds of upwinding schemes. Among them, the ux-limited scheme due to Van Leer 14] and local third order PHM (piecewise hyperbolic method) scheme due to A. Marquina 16] can be used in the moving mesh system with slight modi cation. The second order ux-limited scheme has been used in the new NAG library software for rst-order partial di erential equations (see 18]). The method is to construct the numerical ux as follows The construction of a local PHM scheme was introduced by A. Marquina 16] for scalar conservative laws. The idea of the PHM scheme is to construct the primitive function of ux via a piecewise hyperbolic equation. Because during our implementation of the moving mesh, we put as many nodes as possible in the transition area, we can simplify the algorithm PHM-REF of Marquina where (x) is a di erentiable function chosen to ensure the scheme is of order three for a quasi-uniform mesh. This scheme is of second order for a nonuniform mesh. For transition cells x j ; x j+1 ], we use the Roe scheme.
Remark: We give here only the general formula. In practice, some special cases like u j+1 = u j can be easily settled separately.
3 The self-adaptive moving mesh strategy
As discussed by Furzeland et al. 5] , in the classical Lagrange method for uid-ow problems, the movement of the nodes is attached to a physically motivated, speci c ow quantity. For example, for a problem like (1), it makes sense to attach the movement of the nodes to the convection term @f(u)=@x, i.e., to choose _ x = df(u)=du so as to obtain a parabolic equation of di usion form. The rationale behind this choice is that parabolic problems without large rst order terms usually possess smoother solutions and thus may be easier to solve numerically. However, the numerical realization of the prescription _ x = df(u)=du involves its own di culties, such as mesh point crossings. In order to obtain a robust moving mesh method which could solve a wide variety of problems, we follow many authors in adopting the equidistribution principle mesh moving strategy with arclength monitor function. We give a brief discussion on how to regularize the mesh moving equation to get a robust and e cient mesh movement and physical solution.
The original idea of the equidistribution principle (EP) is to equidistribute a given mesh function in space, placing more nodes where the spatial error is large so as to gain high accuracy overall with a small number of nodes. It is natural to think to incorporate some error measurement into the monitor function. However, in the numerical computation of the moving mesh, high order derivatives cause much numerical noise and instability. Numerical experiments show that at least for nite di erence methods, the mesh generated from the error measurement monitor is not very good (see Blom and Verwer 2] ). Some further work needs to be done.
Regularization is very important for the mesh moving equation (see 15] for detailed information). It has been shown by numerical experiment that without regularization, the Newton iteration for implicit methods often fails to converge and the mesh appears very skew. For explicit methods, without regularization, the computation often exits due to too small time step. The regularization can also be seen as smoothing and di using (see 15]), which can generate smoother grids and more accurate solutions.
Given a monitor function M(u; x), the equidistribution principle is Z x i+1 Also, the trapezoidal rule can be used in the discretization of the integral. After coupling Eq. (13) to the semi-discretized PDE and regularization, we obtain the moving mesh equation
A _ x = Mx + b; (14) where is a temporal regularization parameter, A can be viewed as a smoothing operator, and Mx + b is the result of Eq. (13) . A can be taken to be several forms besides the identity, each one corresponding to a discretized MMPDE (see 11]). We now discuss the spatial smoothing technique. First, it should be noted that Equation (13) is not a strict constraint which should be satis ed during computation of the physical solution. It is only a strategy which pushes the nodes to the locations where we want them to be. The discretization of M(x; u) does not a ect the accuracy of the physical solution in an analytical sense. But it does a ect the mesh distribution. From numerical experiments we know that the mesh quality a ects directly the errors due to the spatial discretization, convergence of the Newton iteration for implicit methods, and time step size for explicit methods. Based on equation (13), we know there are two ways in which smoothing can be applied. One is to smooth the mesh x itself, the other is to smooth the monitor. They are equivalent in the sense of Eq. (13) . In practice, we often smooth the monitor function. There are two smoothing approaches. One is global smoothing, i.e., smoothing the monitor function over all mesh nodes as (16) where p is often chosen to be 1 or 2. This strategy does not restrict the mesh too much and can also smooth the nodes in the transition corners. However, it often puts too many nodes in the wave fronts or at areas and is sensitive to the time scale . Generally, Eq. (16) is used when the number of nodes is small, and the Dor and Drury method is used when there are more nodes. Similarly we can impose the smoothing methods on the mesh nodes themselves, which yields
This also can have good results. All the methods above result in an implicit ODE, with sti ness depending on the time scale . When we use implicit methods, a nonlinear system must be solved at each time step. This often costs much time. Thus, the ODE form of the mesh moving equation is useful. The simplest ODE form is to choose A = I in Eq. (14) . However, we nd that the result is not as good as that of other choices. Since there is no Jacobian evaluation in the explicit method, we can adopt the approach introduced by Hyman Eq. (17) has explicit physical meaning. When the value of the local mesh function is less than the average, the interval will increase. Otherwise, it will decrease. Because 
equation (17) We can see that it is just the inverse of the mesh function. If we choose m i+ 1 2 as the mesh function, we can see this is exactly Eq. (17) before we apply smoothing to n i . Because the time step for the explicit methods is subject to the CFL restriction, we should control the minimal spatial length during the mesh distribution. One way is to add a penalty term to pull mesh points back when the mesh interval is less than the minimum. 
This ensures that no matter what the value of _ x i+ 1 2 is, the mesh interval will enlarge as soon as it is less than x min . The power 4 is chosen so that it has a force strong enough to react quickly once the spacings are less than the minimum spacing. Another problem is that when abs( _ x i+ 1 2 ) is very small, the force to enlarge the mesh interval will be very small. One method to cope with this problem is to replace abs( _ x i+ 1 2 ) by max(abs( _ x i+ 1 2 ); 1:0):
Numerical experiments show that Eq. (22) can o er better control on the minimum spacing than Eq. (21). We now consider the CFL condition for the moving mesh system. We consider only the convection term in Eq.(2). Then we observe that a CFL time step criterion for Eq. (2) would be j _ x + c u j t
which shows that the time step can be large even if x is very small in the area of a shock or wave front, because in that area, j _ x + c u j is usually extremely small. From this we also can see a potential advantage of moving mesh methods over the adaptive methods. The allowable time step becomes very small because of small grid spacing near the shock for static adaptive gridding.
Numerical experiments
Here we consider the comparison of moving mesh methods with central di erence and moving mesh methods with upwinding schemes. Throughout, we shall use the arclength monitor.
For moving mesh equations of DAE form (e.g. Eq. (14) or the Dor and Drury method), we solve the systems using the double precision version of the sti DAE solver DASSL 19] with RTOL=ATOL=10 ?6 , in which the time integration methods are the backward di erentiation formula(BDF), where the approximate Jacobian is computed by DASSL internally using nite di erences. For moving mesh equations of ODE form like Eq. (17), we solve the system using the DDRIVE package of ODE solver codes by Kahaner and Sutherland with error tolerance EPS=10 ?6 , in which the time integration methods are the Adams mutistep methods 6]. Unless speci ed otherwise, we select the sti ness parameter k = 2 and = 0:001 for the Dor and Drury method; for other methods, we choose = 0:01. All the computations are done on a Sun SPARC-5.
Example I: The rst example we consider is the famous Burgers' equation . The solution is a wave that steepens and moves to the right until a layer is formed at the end point x = 1. This takes place for t 0:2. Then the solution slowly decays to zero, near x = 1, because of the zero boundary condition. We solved this problem using the Dor and Drury method. First, with N = 20 nodes, the method generates spurious oscillations in Fig. 1(a) and then the Newton iteration fails to converge around t = 0:9433. When we use the 2-nd order ENO scheme instead of central di erence, the spurious oscillations disappear. The result is shown in Fig. 1(b) . Next, we use 40 nodes. There is still some oscillation for the central di erence (the result is shown in Fig. 2) . However, the result for PHM (12) is very good as shown in Fig. 3 . We also have tested this problem using other schemes and nd scheme (8) is prohibitively slow (it takes 4573 time steps and 6361 Jacobian evaluations to reach t = 0:6.); scheme (9) works well before the wave front reaches the left side but takes a much longer time to adjust itself when the shock hits the wall (it takes 203 time steps and 45 Jacobian evaluations before t = 0:6 but takes 1386 time steps and 1650 Jacobian evaluations to reach t = 1:0.); scheme (11) works faster than scheme (8) and (9) but yields a poor solution (even worse than central di erence). The solution results for schemes (8) and (9) are very similar to PHM scheme (12) .
The computational e ciency (with 40 nodes) can be seen from the following Example II: For convection-di usion problems with convex ux (convection term), the moving mesh with central di erence works well when the number of nodes is great enough or su cient smoothing is used. To test the moving mesh methods on more di cult problems, we consider 
This problem has been chosen as a test example for ENO schemes by many authors ( 22] , 16]). For initial condition (23) , instead of the expected sonic rarefaction fan that appears for convex uxes, a nonconvex sonic stationary shock at x = 0 develops. Our scheme solves this problem well. In Fig. (4) { (7), we compare the numerical resolution of (23) solved with central di erence, 2-nd order ENO scheme (9), 2-nd order ux limited scheme (11) and PHM scheme (12) . We observe that for the central di erence, there is a spurious oscillation. However, the results for the upwinding schemes are good. The PHM scheme is the best. The advantages of the PHM scheme can also be seen from the following (24) where wave velocity c = r 25 6 . The initial condition and left boundary condition are determined by the exact solution. The right boundary condition is assigned to zero. The physical solution is a wave with steep front propagating from left to right. Because of its rapidly varying initial condition and unstable property at the bottom of the wave front (i.e. at the corner of x = 0), almost all the moving mesh methods fail to solve this problem. The wave front moves fast ahead of the true solution and the error becomes bigger and bigger. This is due somewhat to the instability of the resulting moving mesh system. After using the rst order Roe scheme for the additional convection term, we can see from Fig. (8) and (9) that the result is relatively good because in some sense, the upwinding scheme can improve the stability of the solution. We solve this problem using MMPDE(6) (see 11]) and choose time scale = 1. However, from Figure (9) we can see that the grid is not equidistributed because of the big . Actually, no moving mesh method can work well for this problem as pointed out in 15].
Conclusion
Several upwinding schemes have been described for the convection term of the moving mesh. Some strategies and techniques are also discussed. They are applied to di erent types of problems. The numerical results are very encouraging and clearly show that in many cases the moving mesh with upwinding scheme can track the shock or the wave front more accurately than the commonly used central di erence. Of course, a wide range of experiments should be done. However, from the examples we have given, we can see that combining the moving mesh with an upwinding scheme can make those methods which failed because of spurious oscillations work well now, can track the rarefaction as well as the shock for nonconvex ux in reaction-di usion problems and can improve the stability of the moving mesh system. According to the numerical experiments, we nd the local PHM scheme can be solved e ciently by implicit or explicit methods compared with other schemes. We will investigate this method and generalize to multiple equations in later work. 26] R. Zarnowski A moving grid method for conservation laws based on nonlinear interpolation and shock tracking, preprint, 1993. 
